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We model an organization as a hierarchy of managers erected on top of a technology (here
consisting of a collection of plants). In our framework, the role of a manager is to take steps to
reduce the adverse consequences of shocks that affect the plants beneath him. We argue that
different organizationa1 forms give rise to different information about managers' performance and
therefore differ according to how effective incentives can be in encouraging a good performance.
In particular, we show that, under certain assumptions, the M-form (multi-divisional ram) IS
likely to provide better incentives than the U-form (unitary form) because it promotes yardstick
competition (i.e, relative performance evaluation) more effectively. We conclude by presenting
evidence that the assumptions on which this comparison rests are satisfied for Chinese data.

1. INTRODUCTION

A central theoretical question is how organization makes a difference to economic performance. Obviously, technology will have a great bearing on the way a firm or economy
performs. But, by an ovganization we mean the hierarchy of managers built on top of
technology, e.g. the way a corporation is subdivided into different divisions, and the way
a planned economy (such as China or the former Soviet Union) is divided into different
functional or regional governing bodies. In this paper we show how organizational form
affects the quality of incentive schemes that can be given to managers.
Of course, in reality, the choice of productive technique and that of organizational
structure may not be altogether independent decisions: to some extent, the former may
dictate the latter and vice versa. But to focus on the effect of organization, we abstract
from this interaction and assume that technology, modelled as a collection of plants, is
fixed. In this way, we can explore the implications of alternative organizational forms
erected on top of these plants.
Specifically, we show that different organizational forms give rise to different information about managers' performance. Therefore, we argue, they differ according to how
effective incentives can be in encouraging good performance.
We focus on the comparison between two organizational forms: the M-form (multidivisional form) and the U-form (unitary form). Both structures have figured prominently
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in corporate history (see Chandler (1962), Williamson (1975)). A classic example of the
U - f o m was the Ford Motor Company before the Second World War. In those days,
Ford was organized into a number of functionally specialized departments: production,
sales, purchasing, and so on. In other words, the various departments carried out complementary tasks; none was independent of the others. By contrast, General Motors under
Alfred Sloan became the prototypical M-form; G M comprised (and still comprises) a
collection of fairly self-contained divisions, e.g. Chevrolet, Pontiac, and Oldsmobile.
The terms "M-form" and "U-form" have been applied primarily to corporations.
Recently, however, they have been brought into the study of comparative economic systems. In particular, Qian and Xu (1993) observed that an important difference between
the economies of the former Soviet Union and China lies in their respective organizational
structures. The Soviet economy was, in effect, a gigantic U-form; it consisted of approximately sixty specialized ministries, e.g. steel or mining. ' Since 1958, however, the Chinese
economy has more closely resembled an "M-form"; it comprises a large number of reasonably self-sufficient regions (e.g. provinces, prefectures, e r ~ . ) .
The potential benefits from the U-form-mainly exploitation of scale economieshave been discussed at length in the literature on the Soviet economy (e.g. Kornai (1992)).
What are the countervailing advantages of the M-form? We argue that one such benefit
may be better incentives, deriving from the familiar principle of yardstick competition
(see, for example, Lazear and Rosen (1981), Holmstrom (1982), Nalebuff and Stiglitz
(19831, and Shleifer (1985)). Indeed, relative performance evaluation appears to be widespread in China: provinces, cities, counties, townships, and villages are continually ranked
by their performance in growth, output, foreign investment, e t c 2 Interestingly, there did
not appear to be such competition between the specialized ministries of the Soviet Union.
The question is, why not? After all, in theory, we could compare the steel minister's
performance with that of the mining minister. Admittedly, this seems intuitively more
difficult than comparing regions that produce more-or-less the same array of goods. But
on what is this intuition founded?
One answer could be that the "variation" between the performances of two regions
producing similar outputs is likely to be lower (in the appropriate statistical sense) than
that between the performances of two production ministries. If this is so, yardstick competition between two regions will be more effective in providing incentives than that between
two ministries, and thus an M-form will dominate from the standpoint of providing managerial incentives. Of course, this comes down in the end to a matter of empirics. But
here our analysis of data from 520 Chinese state-owned enterprises seems to support the
hypothesis that it is "easier" to compare different regions than different industries. In any
case, the more general lesson that we are trying to draw is that different organizational
forms give a rise to different informarion on which incentives can be based.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we lay out the model. In Section 3, we present
our theoretical results. Proposition 2 shows that the M-form provides better incentives
1 The current Russian economy, including privatized firms, is strll deeply affected by their U-form legacy.
Data from field work show that Russian firms are st111 strongly influenced by industrial ministries (Earle and
Ross (1996))
2. The Chinese central government has pursued an explicit policy during reform to stimulate regional
competition, such as encouraging regions to "get rich first." Indeed, relatlve performance criteria are sometimes
formaIly incorporated in the procedures for determining government orricials' promotions and bonuses. For
example, some county governments use the annual ranking of townships (by profit rate on total capital) as a
primary criterion to evaluate township government officials (Chapter 2, Whrt~ng(1995)). Moreover, government
statistical reports and the mass media regularly publish rankings of regions in terms of their performances in
growth, profit, foreign investment, etc. Most authoritative national or reglonal statistical books publish national
or regional rankings of provinces, cities and/or counties every year.
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for middle-level managers provided that there is "less variation" in interregional performance than in interindustry performance. The comparison is independent of utility functions of both the principal and agents. Proposition 1 establishes that it is only a t the
middle level that organizational form has any bearing on incentive issues: both top- and
bottom-level managers' incentives turn out to be independent of whether the M-form or
the U-form is employed.
Our empirical work is reported in Section 4, where we argue that there is indeed
higher "variation" in performance across industries than across regions. We also offer
systematic evidence to show the use of yardstick competition in the Chinese economy. We
make a few concluding remarks in Section 5.
2. THE MODEL

Consider an economy with two regions, A and B; two industries, 1 and 2; and four planls,
one plant for each region-industry combination: IA, IB, 2A, and 2B, where plant ir
produces industry i output (i = 1,2) and is located in region v ( u = A, B ) . There
~
are three
kinds of shocks: shocks q hit all plants in the economy; shocks d i hit just plants in industry
i, i = I , 2; shocks 6, hit region r , u = A, B. We assume that shocks are jointly normally
dis~ributed.~
A shock has two effects: (i) to increase the variance of output of those plants it hits,
and (ii) to polenfiaIly decrease the mean of their output. We emphasize the qualification
"potentially" because it is the job of a manager "assigned" that shock to take steps (i.e.
to exert effort) before the shock hits to prevent the mean from falling too far: the higher
the effort, the smaller the fall (we suppose however, that a manager cannot affect the
variance of the shock). Hence the economy-wide (top) manager is assigned q ; an industry
i manager ( i = 1,2) is assigned 8,;and a region r manager ( r = A, B ) is assigned a,..
For example, imagine that q corresponds to a potential increase in the world price
of oil. The top manager could attempt to limit the effect of a possible such increase by
investing in the development of machinery running on liquified coal. Similarly, suppose
that 6, corresponds to the consequences of a possible food besetting region A. The region
A manager might prepare for this eventuality by working out a contingent plan for reinforcing embankments along the river. Finally, assume that industry 1 is agriculture and
that d i corresponds to the effects of a potential locust invasion. The agriculture manager
could respond by stocking-up on suitable crop sprays.5
In this paper, we will focus on two particular but widely employed hierarchies of
managers: the U-form and the M-form.
If the economy is set up as a U-form, then it is organized along industrial (ministerial)
lines. Beneath the top manager, who is allocated shock q, there is a manager (minister)
for each of the two industries (ministries). Then within each industry, there are managers
3 With this specrfication, we rule out the possibility that all plants from a given industry be located in
the same region, although this was roughly the case for some industries in the Soviet economy. The reason for
ruling it out is that it implies that organization by region is ident~calto organlzation by industry, whereas we
are interested in the contrast between the two
4. For simplicity, we are llmiting our attention to normal distributions. However, using the methods of
K ~ r n(1995) we could obtain extensions of Propositions 1 and 2 to general distributions
5 . There is another-and
perhaps more "standardn-interpretation of our model. Instead of an entire
economy, thlnk of the organlzation as a corporation, say, an automobile manufacturer. The "regions" would
then correspond to two different car models, whereas the two "industr~es" would become two different specialized departments, e g production and purchasing. Shocks to "regions" (models) could then be interpreted as
shifts in demand for these models, whereas shocks to "industries" (departments) inlght reflect changes In the
cost of labour or parts.
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for the two regional shocks (and for the two plants). Hence, a U-form is illustrated by
Figure 1.
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FIGUREI
A U-form organization

If the economy is configured as an M-form, then it is organized along regional lines.
In this case there is again a top manager, who is allocated shock q. Then, at the next level
down, there is a manager (governor) in charge of each of the two regions. Next, within a
region, there is a manager for each of the industrial shocks. The M-form is depicted in
Figure 2.
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2
An M-form organization

Consider a manager who is allocated shock 6,. Suppose that in the absence of his
taking any corrective action, the shock induces an expected decrease of d in the output of
each plant under him in the hierarchy. In the flood example above, d might correspond
the average fall in output if there were no embankment fortifi~ation.~
Let e, measure the
extent to which the manager prepares for the flood (it corresponds to his effort): expected
output is raised by e, in all plants under him.
Now, because absolute levels play no role in our analysis, we can take the value of
d, as well the means of all shocks, to be zero. Hence the output of a plant in industry i
and region v, when the managers allocated the shocks Bi, a,., and q hitting that plant exert
efforts e l , e, , and e, respectively, is

The cost of effort e is C(e) where C(0) = 0, and
dC/& > 0 and dac/de2> 0.
6. We have been speakrng of shocks as though they are necessarily a bad thing. But, in the case of a
favourable shock, we can reinterpret d as the maxrmum possible average Increase in output that the shock
permits. Thus, if the manager does nothing in response to the shock, average output is lower by d relative to
what it would have been had the manager taken full advantage of the shock.
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and

then both managers A and B can be given better incentives than manager 1 and 2.
The less noisy performance is as a function of effort, the easier it is to provide a
manager with the incentive to supply effort. Condition (1) says that the residual noise that
remains in manager A's performance after it is compared with that of manager B is smaller
than the residual noise that remains in manager 1's performance after it is compared with
that of manager 2.
To see that if (I) holds, manager A can be provided with better incentives than
manager 1, fix an effort level e' for manager 2 and assume that managers choose effort
levels noncooperatively. Suppose that tI(., - ) is an incentive scheme for manager 1 such
that tI(xl,x2) is his transfer conditional on outputs (xl , x?). We will show that, if (1) holds,
we can find a transfer scheme f A ( ' ,.) as a function of (xA,xB) such that, if manager B
exerts effort e', the scheme tA(., . ) is equivalent to tl(. , . j. To see this, note that (1) is
equivalent to

where a?= V a r ( ~ , ) u, = A , B ; ~ A B = C O V (EB);
E ~ , a:= V a r ( ~ , ) ,i = 1,2; and
Cov ( & I ~, 2 ) .
Choose scalars

OI2=

and

Also let z be a normally distributed random variable, independent of xA and XB,with
mean ae' and variance [Var (EI [ E ~-)Var
[ E ~ ) We
] , claim that if managers 2 and B
choose effort e', then for any choice of effort e by manager 1 and A , the two pairs of
random variable (x,,x,) and (xA- a x B+ z,pxs + y) have the same distributions. Hence,
if we take

tA(.,. ) will be equivalent to I , ( , , .). But because all random variables are normal, it suffices
to show that the two pairs have the same mean and the same covariance matrix for all e.
In fact:

E ( p x B + y ) = P e l + (1 -P)e'= e' = Ex2;

+ y j = P 2 v a r (x,) = a: = Var (x2);
COV(xA- CIXB + 2 , fixB+ Y ) = obiB- CL~PO;
= 6:2= COV( X I ,x2);
Var (xA- a x B+ z ) = a; - 2aOAB+ a2ai+ [Var (E, I E ~ ) - Var
E~)]
Var (fix,

as claimed.
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We have been taking e' as fixed for managers 2 and B. But if (2) and (3) hold, a
similar argument shows that manager B can be induced to choose the same effort level as
manager 2.
So far we have been examining a setup that is simpler than the mode1 that we are
really interested in. Let us return, thereafter, to the model of Section 2. As in the strippeddown framework, let us suppose that managers' effort cannot be directly monitored, so
that their rewards can be based only on the vector of outputs
Let us also continue to assume that managers choose their effort levels noncooperatively.
We have argued that, at least in the stripped-down model, the M-form provides better
incentives than the U-form for middle-level managers (those one level down from top
management), provided that conditional variances for regions are smaller than those for
industries. It may appear at first that the comparison should go exactly the other way,
once we move down to bottom-level managers. After all, the bottom-level managers are
industrial in the M-form and regional in the U-form. Moreover, were the comparison to
flip, we would get no clear-cut answer about the M-form versus the U-form. However, it
turns out that the incentives for bottom-level managers do not depend on whether an Mform or U-form is employed (nor do they for top-level managers). Thus it suffices to
consider only the incentives of middle-level managers:
Proposition I. Given any incenlive scheme t, (xIA,XZA,
XI,, x2,) for lhe top manager
(zhe one handling q ) in the M-form, lheue exisls an equivalent scheme
t ~ ( x ~XI*,
A , xlB,x l B ) for the top manager in rhe U-foum (in lhe sense that it induces lhe
same effort level and gives the managers rhe same expected payoff), and vice versa. Similarly, given any incenrive scheme t,,(. )for the industry i manager under zhe region r mnager
in [he M-form, [here exisls an equivalenf scheme tri for fhe region r manager under the
indmrry i manager in rhe U-form, and vice versa.

Proof. Suppose that the industry 1 manager in region A (manager 1A) in the Mform faces incentive scheme ~ I A ( xx2*,
~ ~X,I B~, 2 8 Moreover,
)
suppose that, given their
incentive schemes, the other bottom-level managers are induced to choose levels
e2*,, e&, e?, (where e: is the effort level of manager ir), the middle-level managers are
induced to choose IeveIs eff and eg, and the top manager Ievel e:.
Now consider the U-form and suppose that the bottom-level managers other than
A1 (the region A manager in industry 1) have incentive schemes that induce them to
choose levels ex?, e $ t , e$?, the middle-level managers e: * and ef " , and the top-level
manager e,**.Endow manager A1 with transfer function

It is then straightforward to verify that, for a n y effort choice e by managers A1 or LA,
the random variables EX, (. , - , . , ) and tIA(., , . , ) are the same. The argument for top
managers is similar. I I
,

,

Proposition 1 relies on a srmple idea: the information available on which to base
incentives is the same across organizational forms for both top- and bottom-level managers. However (as our stripped-down framework already suggests), the same is not true
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of middle-level managers. Indeed, a major theme of this paper is that an important respect
in which organizational forms differ is precisely in the information that they give rise to.
In both the M-form and the U-form, incentive schemes can depend on
(xi,, X ~ Ax , ~~, 2 ~However,
) .
the way this set is partitioned into spheres of influence of
the two middle-level managers differs. In the M-form, the region A and B managers affect
(xlA,xZA)and (xis, xzB)respectively, whereas in the U-form, the industry 1 and 2 man~ )
In our stripped-down framework, the
agers affect (xIA,x I B )and (xZA,~ 2 respectiveIy.
M-form dominated the U-form from the standpoint of incentives if the M-form's associated conditional variances were smaller than those of the U-form. Now, in the model of
Section 2, we must compare pairs of random variables, which may seem more complicated
than the stripped-down analysis. But it turns out that the comparisons can be reduced to
one dimension.
For i = 1 , 2 a n d v = A , B , we denote

Let LA solve

and let A solve
minh Var (A&,, + ( I - A)&l s1
Define

E ~ ~ ) .

(5)

LB and L2 analogously. Let

for r = A, B, and

for i = 1,2. We establish that appropriately aggregated information is equivalent to disaggregated information for incentive purposes. Because the shock plays no role in the
subsequent analysis, we henceforth ignore it.
Lemma 1. If(xIA,x l B ,X2A , xpB)m d (xTA,x&,,x;l'g, x ? ~ )are zhe outputs in the U-form
and M-form respectively, we c m express
(XI*,X , B , XZA,~ 2 8=) (XI,XI,X2, X I ) + ( ~ 1u2,
, U3,~4),

and

where (x,, x,, x,, x2) and ( u , , u2, u,, u,)
aue uncouuelated.
Proof.

See Appendix.

are

uncouuelaled, (xz, xX, x2, x$) and (v, , v2, v3, v4)

1I

Lemma 1 can be understood from standard linear regression theory. Vector
(x,, x , , x2,x2) is the fitted regression vector under the "best linear unbiased estimation"
procedure for (x,, , xis, X ~ A~, 2 ~Therefore,
) .
the residual vector (u, , u,, u3,u4) is uncorrelated (as well as independent due to normality) to (xl , x, , x2, x2). This decomposition of
(xIA,X I S X
, ~ Ax,~ B )essentially makes (xI, x2) a sufficient statistic for (xIA,x l B ,x2,, x2B)
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under the U-form, and therefore, (xl , x 2 ) becomes an appropriate aggregation from the
point of view of providing incentives (Rolmstrom (1982)).
With the help of Lemma 1, we can establish the fo1lowing lemma, which is the
counterpart to our analysis of the stripped-down framework:
Lemma 2. Let tl(xlA,x l B ,X ~ Ax2B
, j be uny lvansfer scheme for manager 1 in the Uform. Fix the eSfovz levels a1 e' for ail managers but manager A in the M-form and manager
1 in lhe U-form.There exists an equivalent fvan,fler scherm for munager A m the M-form,
i.e. a scheme rA(xyA,xTA,xTB,x&) such f h a ~for all rransfev values z and all e@rt levels e
by manager A ov manager 1,

fi

and only

ProoJ:

if

See Appendix.

I[

Finally, because the labels "I", "2", "A", and "B" are arbitrary, applying Lemma
2, we can compare the M-form and U-form straightforwardly as follows:

Proposition 2. Incentives unkndev fhe M-form are ar leasr as good as those under the Uform (irz the sense thar m y U-form incenrive scheme can be replicatecl by an M-form incenfive
scheme) provided thar

and
min (Var (EAIEB),Var ( E ~ I E m
~ )i )n {Var ( E [E?),
~ Var ( E ~ I E ~ ) ) ,

(9)

where E B , E A,E , and E are given by (6) and (7).
Proposition 2 implies an incomplete ranking of the M-form and U-form in terms of
managerial incentives. If both (8) and (9) hold, the M-form is a t least as good as the Uform; if both fail, the U-form is at least as good as the M-form; and one of them is
satisfied and another fails, the result is inclusive.
Notice that our method of argument is to compare two probability distributions of
output signals under the alternative organizational forms. The managerial incentive
schemes are entirely based on these probability distributions, regardless of particular form
of the utility functions of managers. Therefore, our comparison of organizational forms
is independent of the utility functions of the managers. Furthermore, it is also independent
of the solution concept of the (non-cooperative) game played by the managers, such as
Nash or dominant strategy equilibrium, or others.
When there is symmetry across regions and across industries and no correlation
between industrial and regional shocks, the formulas of Proposition 2 can be simplified
into the following intuitive conditions:
Corollary. Assume Var (AA) = Var (AB)= V: , Var (6,) = Var (62) = V : , COV( B i ,
6,) = 0 for i = 1 , 2 and r = A, B. Let V,?= Cov (6 e2) and VAB= COV(aA,as). Then,
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incenlives under [he M-form are at leasl as good as those tknder the U-form $and only

if

The corollary demonstrates a linear tradeoff between variances and covariances for
the purpose of incentives.
4. AN APPLICATION TO CHINA

A. The M-form economy of China
Chandler (1966) and Williamson (1975) characterized the two predominant organizational
forms of business corporations: the U-form and the M-form. The U-form corporation
has a unitary structure and is organized along functional lines. It was popular in the late
1800s and early 1900s. The M-form corporation, by contrast, consists of reasonably selfcontained divisions and emerged in the 1920s. Recently, Qian and Xu (1993) proposed
comparing the transition paths of economies in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union (EEFSU) with that of China from the standpoint of organizational structures.
They observed that the economies of EEFSU resembled U-forms (also known as "branch
organizations"), whereas the Chinese hierarchy has taken an M-form structure, in which
divisions correspond to regions.'
It is well documented that enterprises in EEFSU were grouped by industry, each of
which was supervised by a ministry (Gregory and Stuart (1989)). In order to fully exploit
scale economies and avoid conflicting operations, there was little overlap of functions
across ministries. Enterprises were highly specialized. Because of the strong interdependence between enterprises in different regions, comprehensive planning and administrative
coordination between ministries at the top level of government were crucial for the normal
operation of the economy.
China's planning system began by imitating the U-form Soviet model in its first fiveyear plan between 1953 and 1957, which was formulated with the help of the Soviets.
However, China started to deviate from the Soviet scheme and moved toward an Mform economy in the late 1950s. In the process, "blocks" (kuakuai j i.e. regions, replaced
"branches" (tiaotiao), i.e. specialized ministries, as the foundation of the planning system.
In fact, there are now six regional levels for administration: central, provincial, prefecture,
county, township and village (a municipality can have the rank of province, prefecture or
county). Regions at the county level and above are relatively self-contained; indeed, they
are nearly self-sufficient in function. Hence, the Chinese M-form is "deep" and differs
from the U-form of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in a thorough-going way.g
B. Evidence on condilioml variances of indwfrial and regional shocks

We now investigate whether the conditional variance condition of Proposition 3 holds
empirically. Implicitly, we are comparing the Chinese organizational form (M-form) with
8. Qian and Xu (1993) discussed the overaIl costs and benefits of U-forms and M-forms in terms of scale
economies, incentives, and coordination, and also the implications of these costs and benefits for aIternat~ve
approaches to refom.
9. China's M-form economy is not mere decentralization a t the national Ievel due to its large size. Compare
Hungary and Guangdong province. The former was organized in a U-form hierarchy with speciaIized ministries
managlng all firms, while the latter itself is also organ~zedin an M-form with multiple regions consisting of
prefectures, counties, townships and vrlIages, all of them be~ngself-conta~nedeconomrc units.
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a hypothetical U-forrr. In this U-form, all firms would be organized into hypothetical
industrial ministries (although some industrial ministries actually exist in China, most
state firms are under the control of regional governments). We will compare conditional
variances of regional and industrial shocks under M-form and U-€om arrangements.
Our data set consists of 520 Chinese stateowned enterprise from 1986 to 1991." The
enterprises sampled are drawn from more than thirty manufacturing industries, located
in major cities in 20 different provinces. The data set contains industry classification codes
and location codes for each fim.
In our regressions, we group the data by region and by industry so that a proper
sample size is maintained. Moreover, as much as possible, we try to reflect actual organization. For industries, we group the data into units similar to Eastern European-style
ministries, with headings such as "machinery", "chemicals", and "textiles". Indeed,
because of data limitations, we concentrate on these three industries in particular, since
they have the largest sample sizes. Because sample sizes in individual cities are too small,
our regional exercises are carried out in two ways. In the first scheme (Table I), the cities
are grouped into provinces. We select the five provinces with the largest sample sizes.
These are Liaoning, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangsu (which includes Shanghai), and Hebei (which
includes Beijing and Tianjin). In the second scheme (Table 21, we organize cities into
"large regions", where each region contains three to six neighbouring provinces. We
choose the four regions with the largest sample sizes. These are "East" (Jiangsu, Anhui,
Zhejiang, and Shanghai), "North" (Hebei, Henan, Shandong, Shanxi, Beijing, Tianjin),
"Northeast" (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning), and "Central South" (Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Fujian), which comprise a total of 18 provinces.
We use the log-linear CobbDouglas production function as our regression model to
estimate industry-specific shocks (8) and region-specific shocks (6). For every industry i,
region r, and period I, we include dummy variables D:,and D:. The coefficients of these
dummies serve as proxies for the industry-specific and region-specific shocks in the given
period. Formally, we have
E(ylL,kI

10. The data were collected by the China System Reform Research Institute, Be~jlng,China.
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f o r l = l , . . . , T ; r = 1 , 2, . . . , R - l ; a n d i = 1 , 2 , . . . , 1-1.
Because of an identification problem, '' we cannot estimate (B,, a,,) directly. Instead,
we drop the dummy variables of one region and one industry, and estimate the coefficients
of the dummy variables for the remaining regions and industries. This can be interpreted
as using the shocks in one region and one industry as a benchmark to estimate relative
industry-specific and relative region-specific shocks (O:,, 6 3 .
For any three regions and three industries, R = I = 3, and T = 6, we take region 3 (or
region C) and industry 3 as benchmarks. From the regressions we obtain a time series
(&(,O;,, 6X,, F,,),which, for notational simplicity, we denote by {, = (eI,,0,,, S,,, dB,).
Then we treat these estimated shocks as if they were real shocks that are uncorrelated
over time.
Given the limitation of the data, i.e. the too short time series ( T = 61, we are not able
to perform a formal test.12 In the following, we compare the conditional variances under
the M-form with those under the U-form in a descriptive way. The results are reported in
Tables 1 and 2. Columns (1)-(4) report estimated conditional variances of regional shocks
and industrial shocks, and column (5) summarizes the comparison.
Of the 63 results in Table 1, there are 44 cases in which the estimated means of both
conditional variances under the M-form are smaller than their counterparts under the Uform. In the remaining 29 cases where a t least one of the conditional variances under the
M-form is smaller than its counterparts under the U-form. There is no case where both
conditional variances under the M-form are larger than their counterparts under the Uform. The results in Table 2 show that out of 36 possible pairs of comparisons, in 25 pairs
both conditional variances under the M-form are smaller than their counterparts under
the U-form. In the remaining 11 pairs of our test statistic at least one estimated mean
conditional variance under the M-form is greater than its counterpart under the U-form.
Again, there is no case where both conditional variances under the M-form are Iarger
than their counterparts under the U-form. Therefore, in view of Proposition 2, these
results suggest that, for the case of Chinese enterprises, the M-form provides better information than the U-form on relative performance.
C. Evtdence on regional yardstick compelition
The findings of Section 4B suggest that the M-form facilitates yardstick competition, but
one may ask whether such relative performance evaluations are actually used in China.
We now provide some evidence that they are.
We next provide some evidence on promotions of regional government officials based
on relative performance evaluation. The Chinese political system is still under one-party
rule, and so the representation of a region in the Party Central Committee indicates the
11. Dummy variables here have the Collowing property:

D ~ = ~ ~ = , D ~ = C ~ ~inperiod!,
=,D!,=~,
= 0,

otherwise,

that is, the sum of the regional dummies is the same as that of the industrial dummies creating a milinearity
problem.
12 We have derived a formal asymptotic test statistics which could allow us to perform a rigorous test if
we had a better data set (see Maskm, Qian and Xu (1997)).
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TABLE l-ntinued
(1)
~(EA~ZB)

(2)
V(EB~&A)

(3)
v(&ll~2)

(4)
~(EIIEI)

(5)
Comparison
Both VM< V'
Both vM< vU
One vMI vU
Both y M< vU
Both y Mc V"
Both vM< b"
One V~ < y U
Both V" < y U
One v"< I/'

In the camparison, "Both vMI vU" means that the estimated means of both conditional variances under the M-form are smaller than their counterparts under the UCorm; and "One V" < vU" means that at least one of the estimated means conditional
variances under the M-lorn IS smaller than rts counterparts under the U-form.
Each line of the Tables l and 2 corresponding to one set of results corresponding to a
specific three regions and three industries with one of them taken as a benchmark, All
the 63 lines in Table 1 are d~videdinto seven groups. The seven groups are the following:
group 1: Jiangsu, Hebei, Liaoning; group 2: Jiangsu, Liaoning, Hubei, group 3 , Jiangsu,
Liaoning, Hunan; group 4 , Hubei, Liaoning, Hunan; group 5: Hebei, Liaoning, Hubei;
group 6 , Hebei, L~aoning,Hunan; and group 7: Hubei, Jiangsu, Hunan. In Table 2,
the 36 lines are divlded into four groups, group I . East, North, Northeast; group 2 .
East, North, CentraI South; group 3 . Northeast, North, CentraI South; group 4
Northeast, East, Central South. Within each group, we have nine comparison results
by rotating the benchmark regron and the benchmark industry among the three regions
and three industries within the group.

status and power of the regional government officials. Reflecting the increased importance
of regions in government, regional representation in the Party's Congress and Central
Committee as a whole has increased significantly over the reform period. For example, in
the 14th Party Congress, more than 70% of delegates were from provinces, whereas only
about 16% were from the central government and central Party organs (Saich (1992)).
We use a province's representation in the Party's Central Committee as a proxy for
the promotion chances of officials in that province. We normalize the representation by
the province's population so as to use the "per capita number of Central Committee
members" as an index. This is the ratio between the number of Central Committee members from that region and the region's population. We measure economic performance of
a province by its growth rate in "national income" (the rough equivalent of GDP).
Table 3 lists the ranking of provincialper capita number of Central Committee members in the 11th Party Congress in 1977 (prank77,) and in the 13th Party congress in 1987
(prank87,.), and the ranking of provincial economic performance in growth rate one year
before the Party Congress, that is, in 1976 (erank76,) and in 1986 (erank8Q) respectively
(data for Ningxia and Tibet are not available). The I lth Central Committee was formed
before reform started, and at that time promotion criteria were mostly political. It could,
therefore, be viewed as a benchmark. The 13th Central Committee was formed in 1987
when reform had been ongoing for almost a decade, and improving economic performance was officially stated as the central task of the Party. Table 3 shows that some provinces (e.g. Fujian, Jiangsu, Xinjiang, Zhejiang) improved their relative growth rankings,
and their relative rankings of representation in the Central Committee also increased
significantly. In contrast, the relative growth rankings of some provinces (e.g. Anhui,
Guangxi, and Qinghai) deteriorated, and so did their rankings in representation in the
Central Committee. l 3
13. There are of course important political factors that also had influence on the selection of the Central
Comm~tteemembers. Before reform, provinces such as Hunan, Hubei, and Jiangxi provinces were over-
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TABLE 3
Provincial ranking in economic perfirmance and poiiricaI posirion

Province

Rank in
economic
growth'
(erank76)

Rank in party
central
committee
membershipb
(prank77)

Rank in
economic
growth'
(erankS6)

Rank in party
central
committee
h4embershipb
(prank87)

Anhui
Beijing
Fujian
Gansu
Guangdong
Guangx~
Guizhou
Hebei
Heilongiang
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
JiIin
Liaoning
NeiMongolia
Qinghai
Shaanxi
Shandong
Shanghai
Shanxi
Sichuan
Tianj in
Xinjiang
Yunnan
Zheijiang
Sources: (a) State Statistic Bureau, 1990; and (b) Bartke, 1990, p. 374.

and
PINDEX, = lo*{(I jprankS7,)

-

(llprank77,) + (1 / ~ r a n k 8 7 , ) ~ )

For province v , EINDEX, is the index that measures the change in rank in economic
performance between 1976 and 1986, while PINDEX, is the index that measures the
change in rank in political position between 1977 and 1987. Note that we work with
inverses. The third terms in EINDEX and PINDEX, (l/erank86,)2) and (l/prank87, ) 2 j
respectively, are incorporated into the indices of change in order to capture the feature
that staying at the top requires more effort-and thus requires greater reward-than staying at the bottom.14
The significant positive correlation between the change of relative economic performance and the change of relative political position of a region suggests the use of regional
yardstick competition.
14 We h v e run many more regressions with alternative data sets and have obtained qualitativeIy similar
results. Those results are available upon request.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our work is complementary to some other comparative studies of organizations. Arrow
(1974) argues, as we do, that the information structures to which organizations give rise
constitute an important characteristic by which they should be compared. Cremer (1980)
studies how activities should be optimally grouped into shops in a resource allocation
problem. Aoki (1986) investigates how Japanese f i m s are organized differently from those
in the U.S. and what implications these differences have for comparative performance.
Holmstrom and Milgrorn (1991,1994) study how tasks should be allocated to firms and
managers when managers may perform more than one task.
On the literature of the U-form vs. M-form, Williamson (1975) suggests that in a Uform organization, the CEO may be overloaded with daily operational decisions, and
therefore cannot concentrate on strategic decisions. An M-form organization helps to
mitigate the overload by decentralizing decision-making. Milgrom and Roberts (1992)
emphasize the advantage of the M-form corporation in coordinating finance and investment decisions. Aghion and Tirole (1995) compare the M-form and U-form from the
standpoint of encouraging managerial initiative. Qian, Roland and Xu (1997) focus on
organizational coordination issues, which they model as the problem of getting attributes
suitably matched. They compare the M-form and U-form's efficacy in coordinating
changes such as reform and innovation.
APPENDIX
Proof oJ Lemma I

We take

4 = ( ~ I , Q ?&A,, AD)',

x = v a r (0,

E U = ( & ( ~ , & ~ ~ , & ~ ~ , ~ x2, ,~=)v 'a ,r ( ~ , , ) ,
E r ~ a = ( E ( ~ , E 2 ~ , & l B ~ & ~ ~ ) ' +x J n = v a t . ( E , , , ) ,

where

and

Not~cethat both A,, and A,, are singular, and so are Z,, and X,,,. However, one can verify that Rank (A,,) =
Rank(A,,,)=3,and A:,R=OandAL,R=OforR=(1, -1, -1,l)'.
We prove the case for the U-Corm (the case for the M-form is similar) Let
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and (C,,,
XC:,,)
and (C,,,,
IC;,,)
are non-singuIar 3 x 3 matrices.
, XI,, x,, , x,,)' and j3 = (el,
e,)', Then under the U-form
Let x = (x,,

Let x =A(x,,
x,)'=(x,,
x,,x,,x2)'and u = (ill,
u,,ill, ud)= x -x. Because Eu = E x - Ex = AP -AP = 0, to show
u axe uncorrelated, we need only show that Esu' = 0. In fact,

g and

R]. We have
We rnultlply Ezu' from the right by the non-singular matrix [Q,,,

We also have

[A(C~(C,,,
XCll)-lC,,)-'
Cb(C,,,
XCbl)-lC,,l
ZA:,- A(CC(C,~
ICbl)-'
C,)-lA'1R= 0,
because A:,R = 0 and A'R = 0.
Therefore, Exd = 0, that rs, B and u are uncorreIated and x = x + u .
FmaHy, one can show xl and x, as defined above are just I,XIA+(l
-Il)~,n
and 1,x;k +(1 -LA)&,
where 1,and 1, are given by (4) and ( 5 ) , respectively. Similarly for xz and xn.

II

Proof of LRwzrna 2

and
(&A, E B ) '

= (Cln(CJN~
IC:,~)-'
Cj,J)-lCL(C,w~
ZC:n~)-l
CrnlC.

IE~)

From our analysis oT the stripped-down framework, Var (E,IE ~ 5Var
)
(E,
implies that there exist constant
a,p, r and random nolse z uncarrelated wlth (x,,xn) such that for all el = e,,
in distribution. By Lemma 1, we can choose a random vector (wl
, w2,w 3 ,w4) such that:
(i) ~ar(wl,w1,~j,~d)=Var(u,,u2,~3,~4)=Var(x,A,~IB,.x3A,~3n)-Var(x,,xl,~l,~2);

and
(ii)
(w,
, w,,W I , w4)is independent of (x,
,x,),
Then we obtaln

(.xX,

xg), and

z
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Furthenore,
E ( x , A ~ - ~ , E , x I A=>E(x1,
x ~ ) X I , X , ,12)
= E ( x ~ - a x ~ + z + w , , ~ ~ - ~ l x Q + z + w ~ , f l x ~ + y + ~ ~ ~ , f l ~ ~ + ~ + w ~ ) .

Therefore we obtain
in distribution.
Finally, we define
, ria) in distribution.
which is the same as rl(x,,, x , ~xlA,
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